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Abstract  

In the past few years, multimedia in education takes special and a huge role in providing lectures. For instance, for allowing computer 
images to display onto a board, an interactive whiteboards, IP boards, and other smart boards used during the lectures. They are a powerful 
tool in the classroom adding interactivity and collaboration, allowing the integration of media content into the lecture and supporting 
collaborative learning [1]. However, many organizations cannot allow them because of high cost. That is why, demanding for cheap 
whiteboards with smart board’s functionalities increasing day by day.  

For this purpose, we develop methods creating interactive white board functionalities using pattern detection, recognition and synthesis. 
As a device, we used white board and camera, as additional device, projector can be used.  

In this paper, we propose a method that used for generating a lecture video to set of HD pictures by keeping speech. The lecture images 
from a whiteboard are cropped in real time and send to the server to create a presentation. In real time, using cropped images, a lecture 
presentation will be generated. 
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1 Introduction 

The main goal of this exploring is creating a system with 
interactive white board’s functionality using detection and 
recognition.  

Research consists of 4 parts. 
In the first part, ROI detects. For detect ROI we use four 

labels as little squares in the corners of a whiteboard.  
After detecting the whiteboard we used noise removal 

from detected region.   
In the next part of the research, we used transformation 

and rotation of matrix into normal form. It needs to convert 
the images that shoot by some angle less than 90 deg. 

Then all the collected data are send to server were 
creates the presentation.  

 
FIGURE 1 Detecting ROI using predefined labels 

2 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we can say that the developed system can be 
used by schools, universities and brainstorming. During the 
research, real-time video and image based detection and 
recognition methods were used. In the paper we proposed 
only, ROI detection methods. In the next papers, we plan 
describe each methods that used in this system.  
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